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welCoMe to the rheinGau

the rheingau (“rhine District”), situated in the heart of Germany, is the crown jewel among the German wine tourism regions.

From Flörsheim/Main to hesse’s state capital, wiesbaden, and from rüdesheim/rhine to lorch/rhine, this small region 

boasts the best in culture, wine, nature and sights visitors could hope for. this is underscored by the rheingauer’s renowned 

hospitality and joie de vivre.
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in this region, where the eponymous river reaches

a width of nearly a kilometre, noblemen and 

clergymen have settled for thousands of years,

establishing one of the greatest arrays of buildings

of historic importance in Germany. among them

are the former Cistercian monastery eberbach, 

Benedictine abbey of st. hildegard in eibingen,

eltville Castle, as well as Johannisberg Palace 

and Vollrads Palace.  

since 2002, the rheingau, with its towns of 

rüdesheim/rhine and lorch/rhine, has been the

gateway to the unesCo world heritage site of 

the upper Middle rhine Valley. tens of thousands

visit the cultural events of the rheingau annually,

which include the rheingau Musik Festival (an 

international classical music festival), the rhein-

gauer schlemmerwochen (a festival celebrating 

regional wines and foods) or the Glorious 

rheingau Days. Come and experience it! 
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C o n t e n t s

the rheingau is home to the famous rheingau riesling wines. the Queen 

of Grapes, the riesling, is grown on more than 80% of the 3,200 ha of 

vineyard area, although the excellent spätburgunder (Pinot noir) also thrives 

in the sunlight reflected here by the river rhine.
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a visit to the Catholic parish church of st. Peter and Paul

with its rich baroque décor and enderle frescoes is a must

for each and every visitor. Further highlights are hesse’s

first winegrowing Museum and the hochheim Market, 

a traditional folk festival that takes place in november.

romantic seasonal wine taverns welcome 

their visitors to convivial get-togethers. 

winegrowers offer fantastic hochheim 

wines and sparkling wines as well as 

regional foods. 

with its wonderful location on the Main river and its historic 

centre, the town of Flörsheim boasts a great selection of arts

and culture. Visitors can select from a vast variety of dining 

and lodging choices. Particularly cycling tourists travelling 

along the Mainradweg (“Main Bicycle route”) r3 enjoy a stop 

in Flörsheim.

Popular excursion sites include the Flörsheim watchtower

with its magnificent views of the rhine-Main lowlands,

straußwirtschaften (seasonally open, homely wine tav-

verns) in the wicker quarter, the “Gate to the rheingau”,

and the former spa park in Bad weilbach, situated along

the routes of the regional rhine-Main park.

the narrow, winding streets of the historic town 

centre with carefully restored half-timbered houses

transport their visitors back to a time long since gone.

Flörsheim watchtower the baroque parish church of st. Peter and Paul

FlörsheiM / Main hoChheiM / Main
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Both hesse’s capital wiesbaden and the rheingau benefit from their geographic location 

on the rhine river. rarely are the attractions of a vibrant city and a touristic region in such 

close proximity as they are between wiesbaden and the rheingau.

wiesbaden’s landmark, the neroberg, is a popular destination. on this winery owned by the federal state of hesse,

neroberg wine is grown. arrival by the nerobergbahn, a funicular railway built in 1888, is an experience in itself.

thanks to its hot springs, the city also has an extensive offer of health and spa treatments.

Visitors to wiesbaden can choose from a vast variety of events, 

leisure activities and shopping facilities.

wiesbaden

hochheim /Main

Flörsheim /Main

wiesBaDen

neo-classical spa building with casino
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Known as the Gothic wine village, surrounded by woods and

world-renowned premier winegrowing appellations, Kiedrich 

is a small paradise offering great hiking and local recreational

opportunities.

Visitors will be impressed by the historic town centre with 

its market square accented by the town hall with renaissance

bay windows and the venerable st. Valentine’s church (basilica

minor) that features numerous art treasures and Germany’s 

oldest still functional organ.

a unique musical treat is Kiedrich’s choir of boys and men 

(Kiedricher Chorbuben) who perform liturgical latin Gregorian

plainsongs in a special Germanic dialect each sunday in 

keeping with a tradition that dates back to the year 1333 

and is preserved only here. 

those looking for a bite to eat can choose from various 

restaurants serving traditional, regional food, as well as 

rustic seasonal wine taverns.

the town was first documented in 770 when it was men-

tioned as “Villa waltaffa” (“forest water”). the recorded 

donation of a vineyard to the monastery of lorsch in the year

779 proves that walluf is the rheingau’s oldest winegrowing

community. Places of interest in walluf include, in particular,

the remains of a castle, the ruins of the Johanniskirche

(Church of st. John), noble courts, the marina, the town hall

of oberwalluf and the penance garment of st. elizabeth in

the church of st. Martin. the Mühlenwanderweg (“mill trail”)

in the walluf valley is a hiker’s paradise. 

walluf marinaruins of scharfenstein Castle – the community’s landmark  
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eltville Castle

among connoisseurs, the names of the famous vineyards of eltville and its districts resonate with 
riesling wines of the ultimate sophistication. Great wines go hand in hand with sparkling wines, the

development of which dates back to 1837, when Matheus Müller began producing the bubbly libation.

Known as the town of wines, sparkling wines, and roses, eltville and its districts of erbach, hattenheim,

Martinsthal and rauenthal are nestled between the rhine river, woods and vineyards. sycamores line 

the romantic rhine promenade that leads into the historic town centre with its picturesque half-timbered

houses and grand noble courts. here, 400 years of architectural history come alive.

the castle (p. 20), the town’s landmark, dating back to the 14th century, used to be the residence of the

archbishops of Mainz and the sovereigns elect. Johannes Gutenberg was named a courtly nobleman here

in 1465 – the only honour bestowed upon Gutenberg during his lifetime. Directly situated on the rhine,

the castle invites today’s visitors to a stroll around its beautiful rose gardens in the moat and the park. 

with its sea of flowers, the castle provides a magnificent backdrop for the sparkling wine and Biedermeier

Festival that is steeped in tradition. the former Cistercian monastery eberbach is an eloquent testimony to

hesse’s medieval architecture (p. 20). 

Promenade along the rhine river, a castle windowpane showing Gutenberg, the cultural heritage site eberbach Monastery

walluf

Kiedrich

eltville/rhine

eltVille / rhine
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oestriCh-winKel

hesse’s largest wine town, oestrich-winkel, lies at the widest point of the rhine. 

the history of this young town can be explored throughout its four districts.

the town’s landmark, the 18th-century wine-loading crane, is located in the district of oestrich. a stop there affords a view 

of the Gothic church of st. Martin and reichartshausen Palace, a former Cistercian storage and distribution centre which today

is home to hesse’s first private university, the european Business school (eBs).

you can admire the “Beautiful woman of hallgarten”, also referred to as “schrötermadonna”, in the church 

of Maria himmelfahrt (“the assumption”) in hallgarten. in the district of Mittelheim stands a gem, the romantic

st. Ägidius Basilica from the 12th century. the district of winkel was first mentioned in records in the 9th century.

there you can explore the history of rhine romanticism by visiting the Brentanohaus. Germany’s oldest stone

house, the ancestral seat of the Greiffenclaus, the Graues haus (“Grey house”), can also be found in winkel.

Via the Flötenwanderweg hiking trail, which connects all districts, you can reach Vollrads Palace, the perfect place to enjoy the scenery and wine amid the region's vineyards.

wine-loading crane in oestrich



Geisenheim

oestrich-winkel
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GeisenheiM

Marienthal, a pilgrimage site romantically situated between vineyards and woods,

draws numerous pilgrims each year. stephanshausen, situated in the picturesque

rheingau mountains, has a large network of hiking trails ideal for recreational 

activities.

Johannisberg, the birthplace of the spätlese (“late harvest”), is home to one of the

rheingau’s architectural gems and cultural heritage sites – Johannisberg Palace.

Johannisberg Palace (south façade) and historic wooden barrel cellar (right)

the wine town Geisenheim with its districts of Johannisberg, Marienthal and stephanshausen lies amid the cultural, 

wine and rhine region of the rheingau. today, Geisenheim is the region’s modern centre. the historic town centre is 

framed by schönborn Palace, rheingau Cathedral and Villa Monrepos, to name just a few cultural-historical buildings.

each July, the lindenfest (“linden tree Festival”) is celebrated underneath the 700-year-old 

Geisenheim linden tree in the town centre. Geisenheim was first mentioned in records in 772.

rheingau Cathedral / Catholic parish church of the holy Cross
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a particularly nice way to approach rüdesheim is aboard the sun decks of the ships travelling along the rhine river. 

the white rhine ships are a highlight of any visit and present the town as an impressive cultural-historical backdrop to the 

magnificent vineyards on the slopes along the rhine river.

the myriad of traditional wine restaurants and taverns in rüdesheim’s historic old town offers a convivial setting that culminates 

in the lively hustle and bustle of the Drosselgasse. live music and dancing are part of the entertainment available here, along with

wine taverns and courtyards accented by lush vines.

the old town centre provides visitors with an interest in history insight into the craftsmanship of the rheingau’s noble families 

and boasts some particularly striking examples of half-timbered houses.

1000-year-old Brömserburg Castle in the historic town centre, pulsating life in the Drosselgasse, the ruins of ehrenfels Castle at the Binger loch (pictured from left to right)

rüDesheiM / rhine
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n ieDerwalD  MonuMent

in recent years, the niederwald Monument is a

popular meeting point for people from all over the

world. the monument was erected as a symbol 

of the re-establishment of the German empire 

and inaugurated in 1883. it stands high above 

the rhine river and can be reached by cable car. 

together with the “ostein landscaped Park”, 

the niederwald hill affords panoramic views of 

unique beauty. 

Dominating the city’s skyline is the Benedictine abbey of 

st. hildegard, named after the most influential woman of the

Middle ages. it was rebuilt at the beginning of the 20th century. 

the Catholic parish church rüdesheim-eibingen was erected 

on the foundation walls of the cloister established by hildegard

von Bingen in 1165. today, the church houses hildegard von

Bingen’s relics inside a precious shrine. 

View of rüdesheim/rhine

rüdesheim/rhine
District of 

assmannshausen
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hell could not be more savoury than in the district of assmannshausen. here, the world-famous pinot noir (spätburgunder)

grows on premier sites on the slopes of höllenberg hill. the wine’s particular appeal lies in its velvety, mild and full-bodied

taste, which has made assmannshausen famous as the town of red wine. Many visitors have already enjoyed the region’s 

900-year-old winegrowing tradition.

wilhelm i, German emperor, and sissi, empress of austria, stayed at the hotel Krone,, which also inspired poets such as 

Ferdinand Freiligrath and hoffmann von Fallersleben. adorned by flowers, the rhine terraces’ restaurants and cafés offer 

unspoilt views of the famous river together with relaxation and culinary delights. situated high above the rooftops, the 

“rotweinlaube” pergola boasts the most beautiful panoramic view of the vineyards and rhine Valley.

in the hills above rüdesheim, the districts of aulhausen, 

Presberg and windeck/trift offer recreation and untouched 

nature. Challenging hiking trails and the history trail run 

through woods and vineyards, over meadows and fields.

the replica of the aulhauser Pottery Kiln gives testimony to 

the region’s century-old pottery tradition. every year during the 

hill race, Presberg is a Mecca for classic car enthusiasts and 

racing car fans. 

Vineyard assmannshäuser höllenberg
hotel Krone
assmannshäuser rotweinlaube
(pictured from left to right)

View of assmannshausen and höllenberg hill

rüDesheiM assMannshausen / rhine
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a town of wine and culture, lorch/rhine boasts a myriad of 

recreational opportunities and fantastic views of the cultural 

heritage of the upper Middle rhine Valley. Cultural heritage

sites, such as the hilchenhaus, the parish church of st. Martin

lorch with its carved altar, the robert struppmann Museum,

the strunk (a fortification tower) or the ruins of nollig Castle,

are worth a visit. the annual highlight is the lorcher Kulturtage,

a local culture festival offering theatre performances, concerts,

exhibitions, a wine fair and culinary delights.

hilchenhaus (left) and ruins of nollig Castle (right)

lorch boasts many hiking trails such as rheinsteig,
wispertalsteig (p.a.) and rhein-über (rhine-over) 

the cultural heritage site’s beauty and uniqueness can

best be admired from a ship travelling along the rhine.

in June 2002, the upper Middle rhine Valley was offi-

cially designated a unesCo world heritage site by the

world heritage Committee in Budapest.

rüdesheim/rhine and lorch/rhine represent the gateway 

to the upper Middle rhine Valley, which runs over 65 km

along the rhine, ending in Koblenz. the valley is the epitome

of rhine romanticism. its slopes are lined with vineyards 

interspersed with compact communities and an incredible

density of buildings of historic importance.

rheinstein Castle near trechtingshausenView of the island of lorcher werth

lorch/rhine

upper Middle
rhine Valley

lorCh / rhine
worlD heritaGe site 

uPPer MiDDle rhine Valley
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wine is our Passion

since Charles the Great, the rheingau has been 
synonymous with wine – wine booths, seasonal wine
taverns and the wine Queen have kept this tradition
alive throughout the centuries.

the rheingau and its wines are a blessing for all wine lovers. the region and its ingenious winegrowers are 

traditionally known as the source of groundbreaking innovations. rheingau wine is occasionally re-invented both 

by dynamic vintners and by newcomers. here in the rheingau, past breakthroughs merge with the ideas of 

a new generation of winegrowers.

whether well-established or new, all rheingau winegrowers follow the same principle: an uncompromising pursuit 

of quality. thus, the worldwide riesling renaissance has its roots here. with the introduction of the appellation 

classification “erstes Gewächs” (“first growth”), the rheingauers were the first German winegrowers who had their 

historically best vineyards certified.
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s P Ä t l e s e  C o u r i e r

the world-renowned rheingau vineyards: 
the precious grapes grow uniquely situated on the

south-facing slopes along the rhine river.

Monasteries and palaces are the historical

foundation of the rheingau and its wines.

they are sites that bring history to life.

rheingau’s charm is founded on the elegance of its 
stately vineyards and the hospitality of down-to-earth 
winegrowing families with their vinotheques or 
seasonal wine taverns.

in 1775, a courier with permission to start harvest was

delayed by two weeks. the result of this mere chance

was the higher-quality “late harvest” grapes from which

other high-quality wines, such as auslese (“select har-

vest”), Beerenauslese (“select berry harvest”), trocken-

beerenauslese (“select dried berry harvest”) and eiswein

(“ice wine”), were developed. these wines are the basis

for the world-renowned rheingau riesling.

Johannisberg Palace near Geisenheim
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For centuries, rheingau wine has been a speciality for the connoisseur rather than the broad market. 

once you have tasted it, you will always recognise it, as its distinct character gives testimony to its origin. 

the main variety grown between Flörsheim/Main and lorchhausen is the riesling grape. 

riesling is the purest and most sophisticated white grape in the world and thrives particularly in the rheingau. 

it is an ingenious grape, continually yielding new varieties and flavours, while playing with different aromas 

and levels of sweetness.

the rheingau offers the best opportunity to discover the diversity of the riesling. the red grape of the 

spätburgunder, which has been grown in the rheingau for over 800 years, is similarly fascinating.

the spätburgunder is capricious, requires much attention and makes high demands of its growers. 

those who meet this challenge are rewarded with red wines to which even the proud French must raise a glass.

the spätburgunder and the riesling comprise the rheingau’s red and white duo. 

rieslinG, sPÄtBurGunDer & Co.

savouring wine in eberbach Monastery
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Culinary DeliGhts

the rheingau offers many opportunities to delight your palate to the fullest. hotels, culinary establishments and 

vintners will welcome you with their hospitality and cuisine in their restaurants and seasonal wine taverns – many 

of which afford fantastic views of the vineyards and the rhine river.

regional specialities, such as wisper trout, artisan cheeses like spundekäs’ or handkäs’ accompanied by music, 

traditional cuisine or the perfect menu prepared by a gourmet chef – there is something for everyone.

straußwirtschaften are pubs or taverns typically run by winegrowers, in which they
sell their own wine directly to the public and serve simple, regional dishes. the name
is derived from the German strauß (“bouquet”) hung at the entrance to mark these
places as seasonal establishments exempt from certain taxes. thus, especially in 
the rheingau, you can dine and wine in unusual locations, such as historic homes,
castles, palaces, barns or half-timbered buildings.  

rheingau Gourmet & wine Festival
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Culture & eVents

all year round, the rheingau welcomes you to exciting and unique events: they include music, theatre, literature, 

exhibitions, events to enjoy the natural scenery, sport events, wine-, traditional folk- and castle festivals, cabaret, 

illuminations, firework displays and much more. in July, the sparkling wine and Biedermeier Festival welcomes its

guests to a traditional celebration with great ambience at the banks along the rhine river. also in July, visitors to

rhein in Flammen (“rhine in Flames”) will be enchanted by the fireworks that light up the river.

in spring, the rheingau Gourmet & wine 

Festival offers culinary delights on the highest

level. During the rheingauer schlemmerwo-

chen (“rheingau Culinary weeks”) from the

end of april to the beginning of May, 120

vintners and restaurateurs welcome their

guests to try regional specialities and top-

class wines (pictured left). at the world’s 

longest table – the steinberger tafelrunde

(“steinberger round table”) – you can in-

dulge in great food and music (pictured right).

why not visit one of the many wine festivals, like the rheingau wine week in wiesbaden, help out during the wine 

harvest or stroll in autumn in the vineyards amid the colourful vines. at the end of each year, the hochheim Market, the 

Glorious rheingau Days and many romantic Christmas markets, including the rüdesheim Christmas Market of nations, 

attract many visitors (pictured below).

red sky over assmannshausen
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rheinGau MusiC FestiVal

in summer, when the rheingau unfolds all its splendour, music resounds along rows of vines and the riverside. 

Be it large concert hall or picturesque vineyard – the region opens its doors as the perfect setting for events of the 

rheingau Music Festival. the entire region becomes a stage for world-class cultural performances by stars of the 

international classical music scene, interesting newcomers as well as Jazz, cabaret and world music.

Cultural heritage sites, such as eberbach Monastery, Johannisberg Palace or Vollrads 

Palace as well as picturesque vineyards, are transformed into places of inspiration.

since 1988, this area laden with

myths and inspiration has been home

to the rheingau Music Festival, one of

europe’s leading music festivals. every

year between the end of June and the

end of august, around 120,000 people

from Germany and other countries 

attend the more than 150 concerts at

over 40 select venues.

a performance in wiesbaden’s spa building
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Cultural siGhts 

Johannisberg Palace – Geisenheim (5) according to
documents, wine has been grown on the slopes of the Johan-
nisberg since 817. Founded in 1100 as a Benedictine abbey, 
Johannisberg Palace, erected in 1716, represents the world’s
first riesling vineyard. since 1720, the famous schloss Johan-
nisberg riesling has thrived here. in 1775, when a courier was
delayed in delivering the permission to start harvest, the higher
quality of the “late” harvest was discovered by mere chance.
From these spätlese grapes, other high-quality wines, such as
auslese, Beerenauslese, trockenbeerenauslese and eiswein,
were developed. these wines are the basis for the world-
renowned rheingau riesling. Visitors can sample and purchase
the wines in the wein-Cabinet on Johannisberg. the vineyard’s
restaurant on the palace’s terrace, which affords probably the
best view of the rhine valley, serves regional specialities.

Biebrich Palace – wiesbaden (1) Biebrich Palace has a picturesque location directly on
the river rhine. From 1744 to 1866, the magnificent baroque building was the residence of the
Princes of nassau. today, hesse’s government uses the rotunda and galleries as reception halls
and venues for all manner of functions. the adjoining palace park, in the style of an english 
landscaped garden, is both garden monument and civic park. Biebrich Palace has a bistro-café
with a large outdoor terrace.  

Castle of the sovereign elect – eltville/rhine (2) the castle was erected by 
Balduin von trier in 1330 directly on the banks of the rhine river on the site of a previous castle
that had been destroyed during a tariff war. the castle was completed by heinrich von Virneburg
in ca. 1350. in the 14th and 15th centuries, the castle was the residence of the archbishops of
Mainz and the sovereign elects. in 1635, the swedes destroyed the building with the exception 
of the tower house, the landmark of contemporary eltville/rhine. in 1682/83, only the east wing
was rebuilt in a modified form. the tower houses the Gutenberg monument, commemorating the
important inventor who, in 1465, received the only honour bestowed upon him during his lifetime
here. in early summer, more than 20,000 rose bushes transform the moat and romantic rhine 
promenade into a colourful sea of flowers.

eberbach Monastery – eltville/rhine (3) the Cistercian monastery eberbach 
dates back to the order’s foundation. encompassing the basilica (built in 1145-1186), the 
lay-brothers’ refectory (built in ca. 1200), the monk’s dormitory (built ca. 1250), the hospital 
cellar (built ca. 1220) and the historical Cabinet-Keller, it is considered one of hesse’s most 
important cultural heritage sites. the monastery is still relatively intact and open daily to visitors.
the monastery has an 800-year-old winegrowing tradition that continues in the modern wine 
cellars of hesse’s state-owned vineyards eberbach Monastery today.

Vollrads Palace – oestrich-winkel (4) the core building of the palace is a substantial
tower built around 1330 surrounded by a square moat and can thus only be reached via a bridge.
in 1684, Georg-Philipp von Greiffenclau had the actual manor house built, which was extended by
his son to include further buildings over the years. today, the Kavalierhaus and adjacent orangery
house the restaurant. wine has been grown here since 1211; today, however, only riesling grapes
are cultivated on the vineyard’s 63 ha. in the vinotheque, visitors can sample and purchase wines
as well as book wine tastings and guided tours daily. the rooms of the manor house also make an
exceptional venue for events.

niederwald Monument – rüdesheim/rhine (6)
the 38m tall monument overlooking the vineyards of rüdes-
heim was erected in 1877-1883 according to plans by Johann
schilling, a sculptor from Dresden. it symbolises the re-estab-
lishment of the German empire after the German-French war of
1870/71 and was personally inaugurated by wilhelm i. the cen-
tral figure is Germania holding the emperor’s crown in her right
hand and the imperial sword in her left. the niederwald hill 
affords fantastic views of the rhine and nahe river valleys.
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ConVentions & seMinars

Professionals can benefit from the rheingau’s vast array of convention centres in hotels of all categories with 

a first-rate cuisine. the rheingau’s unique cultural heritage, situated only 45 km from Frankfurt airport, is the 

perfect setting for memorable events and diverse incentive opportunities.

inexpensive transport links, cultural-historical venues, certified guides and professional event agencies 

complete the offer of convention and seminar events.

numerous convention venues offer the right size and atmosphere for your event in the rheingau.

the rheingau is the perfect

place for specific seminars and

incentives, such as an event in

the high ropes course or strategy

team games or helping out 

during the wine harvest.

tourism Forum in eberbach Monastery
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a hiKer’s ParaDise

For hikers, the rheingau is the perfect place to pursue their passion amid magnificent, partially untouched 

nature. the main hiking trails include the rheinsteig, rheingauer riesling routen and Bonifatius-route. 

the undulating, charming landscape, paired with a wealth of cultural-historical sights, is unique in all of Germany. 

Germany’s greatest writer, Goethe, appreciated the rheingau and went more than once on hiking trips between

Flörsheim/Main and lorch/rhine. numerous hotels and other lodgings are certified with the quality seal “Qualitätsgastgeber

wanderbares Deutschland” or “rheinsteig-Gastgeber”, marking them as particularly suitable for hikers.

Further interesting, shorter hiking
routes include the Mühlenwander-
weg walluf, the hiking trail from the
town centre of eltville to eberbach
Monastery, the Flötenweg oestrich-
winkel and wine routes around 
Kiedrich and Geisenheim, as well as
hiking trails in the unesCo world
heritage site of the upper Middle
rhine Valley, such as the Brahms-
weg around rüdesheim/rhine 
or the wispertalsteig around
lorch/rhine.

the rheinsteiG hiking trail runs 320 km from wiesbaden to Bonn.
the rheingau is the ideal starting point for a hiking tour, boasting
undulating vineyards, monasteries, castles and palaces.

the rheinGauer rieslinG routen offer ca. 120 km of hiking
trails that pass sites of cultural-historical importance between Flörs-
heim/Main and lorch/rhine and lead through the world heritage
site of the upper Middle rhine Valley.

rheinsteig near lorch/rhine
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aCtiVities & CyClinG

the 62 km long rheingauer riesling routen from Flörsheim/Main to Kaub, interspersed with both inclines through the 

vineyards and flat stretches along the Main and rhine rivers, offer the ideal terrain for versatile and challenging cycling

tours. For a more relaxed pace, tours along the leinpfad or Mainradweg near Flörsheim and hochheim/Main offer a 

good alternative. the europäische rheinradweg (“europe’s rhine Cycle route”) also runs through the region.

among lovers of the outdoors, especially cyclists

and nordic walking enthusiasts, the rheingau has

become an insider tip. nordic walking routes have

been certified by the specialists of the German ski

association and run through a density and diversity

of scenic, cultural as well as culinary highlights.

the 35 km long rheingau nordic walking riesling

Park around rüdesheim and assmannshausen

comprises five versatile routes, making it a first-

class centre for fitness enthusiasts.

the unique scenery of the rheingau

can also be experienced on the back 

of a pony, in a horse-drawn cart, on 

a cable car or by ship.

rheingauer riesling routen



Further information:

Rheingau-Taunus Kultur und Tourismus GmbH

an der Basilika 11a, D-65375 oestrich-winkel

Phone: +49 (0) 6723 / 99 55 - 0

Fax: +49 (0) 6723 / 99 55 - 55

email: tourist@kulturland-rheingau.de

www.kulturland-rheingau.de
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